Spot electricity prices behave considerably different from other commodities and need a separate modeling approach: Regime Switching Model
• Consider time periods t ∈ 0, 1, . . . , T with length ∆ t . • We model thermal generators i which may use different fuels j to produce energy x t,i,j and are characterized by efficiencies η i,j and maximum power β i , in particular • We consider ∆ t as weeks. If ∆ t smaller, integer decisions related to switching, ramping, minimum power production constraints etc. become relevant • A cost model for the generators: -Fuel costs (spot markets) are given by P f t+1,j (ω) · x t,i,j /η i,j . -Variable operating costs are estimated by γ i · J j=1 x t,i,j / (β i ∆ t ) -In addition we consider fixed operating costs κ i per time unit.
Storage
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• We model storage s t , cumulated CO 2 -emissions e t , cumulated CO 2 -certificates a t and a cash position w t . • With f t,j denoting the amount of fuel j bought at time t storage develops as
and production is restricted by
• If ε ij denotes the CO 2 -emissions (t per MWh) of fuel j if burned by generator i, the amount e t of CO 2 emitted is e 0 = e 0 .
• At each time it is possible to buy (c t ≥ 0) or sell (c t < 0) certificates at the market for CO 2 allowances at prices P c t . Hence the accumulated amount of pollution covered by certificates is
Cash accounting
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• The cash position starts with w 0 = w 0 − J j=1 P f 0,j f 0,j . and develops by
• At time T no fuel is bought anymore, but a penalty has to be paid if certificates are not sufficient:
Optimization problem: Objective
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• The producer aims at the asset value (excluding the value of generating units) at the end of the planning horizon
• All prices are stochastic processes. Decisions at time t have to be taken with information available at time t. Hence the decision variables are also stochastic. The equations and inequalities have to be understood as "holds almost surely".
• Our objective is a mixture of expectation and AV @R with a mixing factor 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 max x,f,c,(s,w,v,a,e) (
Modeling the risk factors
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• We look at daily European commodity prices: 
Regime switching model for electricity prices
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Energy prices: Results
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Scenario trees
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• The above introduced optimization problem (??) cannot be solved directly
• It is common in stochastic programming to approximate the relevant stochastic processes by scenario trees (which represent the filtration of the process)
• To keep the error of this approximation small, the tree should be "close" to an original process which can be measured by an appropriate distance dl
• It can be shown that, under certain conditions, it holds for the difference between the original and the approximated problem
where P represents the original process andP its approximation
• Thus, by keeping the distance dl between the processes as small as possible, we minimize the error on the left-hand-side of (??)
• Consider a random variable G that is either continuous or discrete (with a very large number of mass points)
• We want to approximate G by a simpler random variableG
• The distance between G andG can be measured by the Wasserstein distance d(G,G)
• It is known that the Wasserstein distance is related to a transportation problem
• The problem of minimizing the distance d(G,G) is solved by assigning data points to a few "clusters" (which represent the approximate distributionG) µ = 2.37 1.83 Σ =
